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ABSTRACT 

This project discusses about the synchronization and delay techniques that 

are suitable for totem-poled power MOSFET configuration operating at high 

speed. Modification has been made to the proposed synchronization circuit for 

earlier PWM controllers that have an operating frequency ranging from 80 kHz to 

120 kHz. Experimentation is carried out to obtain the most suitable means in 

synchronizing the PWM signals and adding delay function. The synchronization 

and delay network is able to operate at high switching frequency of 1 MHz. In 

addition, two different sets of complementary square-wave are achieved at duty 

cycle of 50 % and 20 %. The result with 20 % duty cycle can be used for 

previous work in investigation of high frequency effects on soft switch-switched 

synchronous rectifier buck converter. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of Study 

In the ever advancing technology of power electronics, the use of power 
MOSFET has been substantial in any electronic switching mechanism [1]. To 

meet with the current trend of fast and efficient operation of the devices, the 

electronic circuit must operate at high frequency. In order to operate a totem- 

poled power MOSFET configuration, it is important to first understand each 

aspect and characteristic of the synchronization and delay techniques. The 

synchronization circuit performance is studied to investigate the limitations when 

the network is conducted at high frequency of 1MHz. The delay method is applied 

to ensure the switching operation works alternately so that there will only be one 

switch working at a time. To establish better understanding and to improve the 

methods available in recent days, more research and experimentation was carried 

out and to be discussed in this work. 

A few examples and applications of the totem-poled power MOSFET 

configuration is for the resonant gate driver (RGD) [2], power electronics DC-DC 

buck converter [3], and high-speed pulse amplifier. Therefore, this work is 

proposed for [2] whereby the paper discusses RGD circuit operating at high 

frequency. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

With rapid growth of low power application in chip base circuitry, the 

synchronization and delay techniques were chosen for experimentation work on 
board. The idea is to get a better insight on how the synchronization circuit and 
delay circuit to be conducted on board. Performing experimentation using chip is 

no doubt a simpler way to obtain expected result with required parameters. 
However, not all chip's operation available has the exact feature needed for 

experimentation work. Therefore, by constructing a customized circuit will be 

useful for future reference as one of the option to operate a totem-poled power 
MOSFET configuration at high frequency. It is an advantage to construct the 

network based on the preferred parameters and understand the circuit's operation. 

In order to achieve high efficiency in high switching of IMHz in 

applications such as a resonant gate driver, all possible limitations should be taken 

into account. In switching mechanism for a totem-poled MOSFET configuration, 

the switching loss is inevitable [2]. In order to reduce the switching loss, 

optimization of the switching operation is important to improve its efficiency. 

In this project, two pulse width modulations (PWM) signal is used as a 

mean of digital signal input for the totem-poled MOSFET. The synchronization 

technique is expected to synchronize the PWM signals. This is because in a digital 

switching, the starting time of the digital input is unknown. The target is to ensure 
both PWM signals starting time is at zero (t = 0). In basic operation of a power 

converter, PWM signal is generated at a 50% duty cycle. Delay function is 

applied to one of the signals whereby the both of the signals operation will work 

alternately. The purpose of doing so is to make the switching operation of the 

totem-poled MOSFET will not overlap [2]. Therefore experimentations are 

carried out to obtain the best method in synchronizing and delaying the PWM 
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signals for a totem-poled MOSFET configuration to optimize its switching 

operation thus improve the power converter circuit operation. 

1.3 Objectives 

The objective of this study is to explain the related knowledge and theories 

and put into practice in the experimentation work. The aim is to improve the 

switching operation of a totem-poled MOSFET configuration in a power 

converter circuit for example a resonant gate driver. In order to achieve the 

objective, a synchronization and delay network needs to be designed properly. 
The purpose is to run experimentation and investigate the best technique for 

synchronizing and delaying the PWM signals. This can substantially increase the 

efficiency of the converter circuit when operating at high frequency of IMHz [2]. 

The features of the synchronization and delay circuit should maximize power 

stage efficiency. 

1.4 Scope of Studies 

The interest of this scope of study is to explore possible methods in 

synchronizing and adding delay function to PWM signals operating at l MHz. The 

scope of study includes the implementation of synchronization circuit and time 

delay circuit using timer chip. Therefore it is significant to understand and study 

the operation of synchronization and delay circuit. This is to investigate the most 

suitable implementation of synchronization and delay method. 

Furthermore, limitations and restrictions in performing the project in high 

frequency operation should be put into considerations otherwise it would affect 

the network's performance. In general, performing experimentation on board with 
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the circuit's operating at high frequency will produce an inevitable switching loss 

in its switching mechanism. 

In conceptual and theory, all information related to synchronizing and 

delaying the PWM signals was gathered and revised. Experimentation is carried 

out to verify that the network configuration proposed is suitable and could 

perform efficiently for the totem-poled MOSFET switching configuration. 

Throughout the experimentation, results are recorded, analyzed and further 

discussed. Hence, the overall performance assessment can provide verification 

that the network is suitable. 

There are various kinds of power MOSFET gate drive chips available in 

recent days. Normally the commercial gate drivers have a similar circuit 

configuration: a "Totem-Pole" structure, whereby the drain terminal of a N- 

channel MOSFET, Ql is connected to the drain of an N-channel MOSFET, QZ 

[4]. An example of the totem-poled MOSFET configuration can be seen below. 

Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram of a conventional gate driver and the power 
MOSFET being driven. 

Vgate 9 
Vd 

iý 

i, i---- --i 

Vtny iRg V9' 

Q2 
ý Cin 

ý ý---- - SFý Gate riv r 
Power M ET 

Figure 1: Totem-Poled configuration at the gate driver circuit. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Signal Characteristics 

Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is a very efficient way of providing 
intermediate amounts of electrical power between swithcing operation during 

fully on and fully off. PWM has several advantages in normal switching method 
[5]. A simple power switch with a typical power source provides full power only, 

when switched on. PWM is a comparatively-recent technique, made practical by 

modern electronic power switches. 

Pulse width modulation is used to reduce the total power delivered to a 
load thus provides lesser power loss during switching, which normally occurs 

when a power source is limited by a resistive element. This results in a faster 

switching whereby it is suitable for high frequency circuit applications. The 

underlying principle in the whole process is that the average power delivered is 

directly proportional to the modulation duty cycle [3]. In addition, the cost of the 

circuit construction is relatively low as the devices needed is lesser therefore the 

circuit construction is simpler with the use of semiconductor switches and 
devices. 

To power up the MOSFET switches properly, it is required the PWM 

signals to be generated at a fixed duty cycle. In order to achieve this, the equal- 
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pulse (uniform) PWM technique or also known as the single-pulse PWM control 
is generated [3]. In generating equal pulse widths, the square reference voltage 

waveform, Vrcf is compared to a triangular control (carrier) voltage waveform as 

shown in Figure 2 below: 

Figure 2: Typical waveform of PWM signal with fixed duty cycle. 

Since this work requires PWM with fixed duty cycle, thus a DC level is 

used as the voltage reference, Vre(. The PWM signal is required to demonstrate a 

smooth signal when generated at high frequency of I MHz. 

The circuit configuration for the PWM signals generated is shown in 

Figure 3. This PWM generator is capable in producing a 1MHz PWM signal. 

However it is difficult to precisely tune the circuit configuration to obtain 1MHz 

precisely. This is because ripple voltages takes place when the circuit operates at 

high speed operation [6]. 
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Figure 3: Voltage controlled PWM generator. 

2.2 Synchronization of Two PWM Signals 

PWM output 

MAl[9W 

The significant of a synchronization circuit is for synchronizing at least 

two pulse widths. In other words, the signals occurrence is at the same time or at 

the same rate or with a regular time relationship. The signals are expected to 

operate at common timing signals [7]. 

The two PWM signal needs to be synchronized in order to obtain the 

correct signal that operates 'ON' and 'OFF' alternately with a zero voltage 

switching (ZVS) attribute [2]. In able to achieve this target, there are few 

techniques practiced in recent years. Based on research, conventionally 

synchronous circuit can be constructed using timer circuit. 
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There were few synchronous circuits that had been proposed to generate a 

controlled and synchronized by periodic pulses of the clock used depending on 

the parameters required for the synchronized output signals. 

In synchronous circuits, the inputs are pulses (or levels and pulses) with 

certain restrictions on pulse width and circuit propagation delay. Therefore 

synchronous circuits can be divided into clocked sequential circuits and 

uncklocked or pulsed sequential circuits [8]. 

The work is mainly based on generating synchronized PWM signals via 

verification on the experimentation carried out using general purpose timer. 

Referring to the datasheet [9], the general purpose timers specifically utilize 
CMOS RC timers providing significantly improved performance over the 

standard 355 timers. Improved parameters include low supply current, wide 

operation supply voltage range, low THRESHOLD, TRIGGER and RESET 

currents, no crowbarring of the supply current during output transitions, higher 

frequency performance and no requirement to decouple CONTROL VOLTAGE 

for stable operation [9]. 

Another way to generate synchronized signals is by applying below 

configuration. Figure 4 is a block diagram of a pulse generator comprising a D- 

type flip flop (labeled 31), a latch pulse generator (labeled 32), a gate pulse 

generator (labeled 33), and an AND gate (labeled 34). The operation of this 

synchronization circuit is developed by applying a low bit rate frame pulse signal 

generated by the detector [see Appendix A] is applied to the data input terminal D 

in the D-type flip-flop (labeled 31). The clock signal CLKI is applied to the input 

terminal of the latch pulse generating circuit (labeled 32), which derives a latch 

pulse signal applied to a clock terminal CLK of the flip-flop (labeled 31) [10]. 
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LOW-BIT-RATE 
FRAME PULSE 

LATCH PULS 
GENERATING >CLK 

CIRCUIT 

34 

HIGH-BIT-RATE 
FRAME PULSE 

ý _ý 

CLK I 

32 

33 

GATE PULSE 
GENERATING 

CIRCUIT 

31 

Q. 

Figure 4: A block diagram of a pulse generator.. 

Referring to Figure 5, the first clock signal CLK 1 is applied to the gate 

pulse generator which generates a gate pulse signal illustrated in (E). The 

waveform of each pulses illustrate the gate pulse signal rises in synchronism with 

the rise of each pulse of second clock signal CLK2 (see Appendix A), and the 

pulse width equal to the first clock signal CLKI. The gate pulse signal generated 
by the gate pulse generator (labeled 33) is applied to the AND gate (labeled 34). 

The output signal of the flip-flop (labeled 31) is shown in (E) whereby it is 

generated by its output terminal Q is applied to the AND gate (labeled 34). The 

AND gate executes a logical AND operation on the signals depicted in (E) and (F) 

IN Figure 4. It also generates the high bit-rate frame pulse signal as shown in (G). 

As shown in (A), the first clock signal CLKI is a rectangular wave signal. Each 

one byte of the input data is illustrated in (C). The input data is synchronized with 

the first clock signal CLKI [10]. 
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(A) CLK 1 
(13) CLK 2 

LOW-BIT-RATE C FRAME-PULSE 

(D) LATCH PULSE 

(E) FUP-FLOP OUTPUT 

(F) GATE PULSE 
(G) AND GATE OUTPUT 

I 

i 

I 

I 

1- 
4--f 

I 
ti t2 

n 

TIME 

Figure 5: A timing chart showing the operation of the pulse generator in Figure 4 

[10]. 

Above application is applied to establish a frame synchronism using 

pointers in a digital transmission system. Nonetheless, the general idea on how to 

achieve synchronism can be further studied to acquire a better understanding and 

greater vision on how it works. 

In an integrated system design, the principle behind a synchronous circuit 
is that everything is triggered by the same clock [I I]. Thus the processing and 
data management block together with the state machine are all running on the 

same single clock. However purpose of the project is to apply the synchronization 

and delay techniques for power converters comprising of a totem-poled MOSFET 

switching configuration. Therefore, only few synchronization and delay 

techniques suitable for the experimentation work. 

The synchronization of earlier PWM controllers (eg UC3842) has usually 

been implemented by applying a pulse to the timing capacitor that results in the 

reset of the timing capacitor voltage. This occurrence is forced to happen earlier in 

the cycle that would naturally occur. The consequence is a significant decrease in 

the ramp amplitude and affects the gain of the voltage controlled feedback loop. 
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Some newer controllers provide a synchronization pin. This is to terminate the 

ramp waveform and reduce the effective ramp amplitude. The ramp can be 

reduced up to 50% by this method [ 12]. 

Figure 6 shows a synchronization circuit proposed for an UCC285 l7 [12] 

which is a power converter controller. Though this circuit was developed for 

controllers that had internal timing capacitors and no synchronization pin, it can 
be used for almost any converter. The circuit uses a buffered ramp as an input, 

however any signal that indicates the frequency of the internal converter can be 

used. 

UCC38083 

CT BUFFER RT 

O SV 

Rt C` 

do If 

D1 

GI 

5v 
0 

R2 C2 R3 RI 

02 

SYNC 
S)GNAL 

0] 1C3 r 

Figure 6: Synchronization Circuit for the UCC 28517. 
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The circuit operation was found to be able to operate at frequency range of 
80 kHz to 120 kHz. Therefore the circuit needs to be modified in order to satisfy 
the circuit operation in high frequency of 1 MHz. Referring to Figure 7, G4 

indicates the output signal from the NAND gate network. The output from G4 is 

illustrated in Figure 7 where both figures contain the ramp voltage as the top 

trace. The bottom trace is the incoming synchronization signal. 

CH. 1 
5 V/div 

CH. 2 
2 V/div 

G4 OUTPUT AT 80 kHz 

ý 

G4 OUTPUT LOCK AT 120 kHz 

- -- , RAMP 

". ý 

Gd OUTPUT ý 
..... -ý. , ,.. -: _ý. ý-ý.,. 7. ý_. ý.. _ ..... ý7.. ý..,. ý:. ýý.. 

'ý 

.......; ý ............... 

ý: 
r-. r-ý-. : =:: ýr 

ti. SYNC SIGNAL 

CH. 1 
5 V/dIv 

CH. 2 
2 V/div 

CH. 3ýII SYNC SIGNAL CH. 3 

S V/div r"" 5 V/div 
L: ýrý. : =ýw-. 

.ý ýý- . ý. .. -i- : : -: :::. 

Figure 7: Output waveform for G4 at 80 kHz and 120 kHz [12]. 

When the sync frequency, fsyn, is lower than the converter's normal 

frequency, the average of the G4 output is high whereby the phase can be seen 

shifted in one direction. As for fsync is higher than the converter's natural 

frequency, the G4 output average is a low voltage thus the phase is shifted in the 

other direction. 

The original filter configuration for the filter consisting of R3 and C3, it 

was set up with a 3dB point a factor about 6 below the internal ramp frequency. 

The second filter is R5 and C5 configuration has to have much higher impedance 

than the first to limit the influence on the first so resistance and capacitance with a 
filter of 3dB frequency of 80 kHz was used. The idea with the filters is that the 

voltage that is presented must be as similar as possible to the DC value and has 
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the capability to adapt and capture the unit when the two are out of 

synchronization [121. 

At 80 kHz, Figure 7 illustrates the sync signal having the same starting 

time as the G4 output. When the operating frequency increases to 120 kHz, the 

starting time for sync signal and G4 output is no longer similar. Because of this, 

the circuit's configuration needs modification to suite the totem-poled power 
MOSFET switching operation at 1 MHz and has no output ramp. 

Though there might be disturbance in the signals generated, the ideal 

synchronized PWM signals are expected to achieve as below: 

Phase Aligned 

OUTA 

OUTB uuI 
Figure 8: Expected ideal synchronized signals for OUTA and OUTB. 

2.3 Signal Delay Element 

Delay element introduces a delay of one digit period in a series of signals 

or pulses [ 13]. In this project, it is required for the signals to operate alternately in 

the totem-poled MOSFET switching configuration. Therefore, one of the output 

signals is required to operate at an alternate cycle whereby will resulting in one 

switch operating at one time. The rationale to pertain this practice is to ensure the 
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power supplied to the network will be fully utilized. A method for frequency 

adjustment of electronic signals in electronic circuit comprises the steps of 

providing an output signal with a first frequency as input signal for a signal delay 

element [14]. 

A delay line is used to produce a number of digital signals, each one 
delayed in time with respect to each other. Delay lines serve a variety of functions 

within digital systems. Delay lines provide fixed delays and phase shifts that can 

perform a variety of signal processing functions. Delay lines are frequently used 

to adjust timing inconsistencies at complex circuitry mounted to complex printed 

circuit boards that operate at ever increasing higher frequencies. 

Delay lines are used in digital circuits such as board level systems and 
integrated circuit (IC) devices, including field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) 

and microprocessors, to control the timing of various signals in the digital circuits. 
Digital devices such as mobile phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and 

personal computers are utilized to conveniently handle digital information. When 

the digital device processes, exchanges, and distributes digital information, the 

digital device requires triggers generated from a clock signal to process digital 

data that are sequentially transmitted. A semiconductor integrated circuit accepts 

an external signal, and outputs an output signal after carrying out processing 

according to the input signal [15]. 

To achieve changes in the delay, some delay lines add or subtract delay 

elements to achieve different delay times, or adjust the corresponding delay 

elements in a delay line chain to obtain the desired delay time. A delay line 

generally comprises a circuit device that imparts a fixed or sometimes variable 
delay to an input waveform. Delay lines generally consist of a set of smaller delay 

elements stacked one after another to form a longer delay line. 
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To cater the need of high frequency timer circuit, the use of Intersil ICM 

7555 [16] is recommended for this project. Figure 8 shows a basic 555 generally 

used for delay purposes. This IC can be used for time delay generation and pulse 

width modulation. This IC can be used with higher impedance timing elements 
(RC) than regular 555 timers for longer RC time constants. The timing ranges 

from microseconds to hours. The basic specifications of this IC are as follows: 

Operating frequency :1 MHz 

Supply voltage 2V - 18V 

Supply current : 60 µA 
Input Currents : 20 pA 

GROUND 1U8 Vcc 

TRIGGER 27 DISCHARGE 

OUTPUT 3 
555 

B THRESHOLD 

RESET 43 CONTROL 

555 PINOUT 

Figure 9: ICM 7555 pin layout [16]. 

Multiple PWM signals need to be phase synchronized first to ensure the 

signals start at to. The delay is added to one of the signal so that the signal will 

not conduct more than 1 switch at a time. Figure 10 depicts the signal operation 

when delay function is added to the PWM signals. 
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Figure 10: Adding delay function to the signals. 

2.4 Power MOSFET 

MOSFET requires the continuous application of a gate-source voltage of 

suitable magnitude in order to operate the switch in the `on' state. The switching 

times are very short with a range of 10ns to 900ns depending on the device 

type. Switching time dictates the energy loss per transition and determines how 

high the operating frequency can be. Since the switching time for MOSFET is 

very short, it shows that it is capable to cater high frequency operation. The on- 

state resistance rDS (on) of the MOSFET between the drain and source increases 

quickly with the device blocking voltage rating. The `on' state resistance on a per- 

unit area basis presented as a function of blocking voltage rating can be expressed 
in (1). 

rDS(on) - 
kBV DSS 2.7 (1) 

where k is a constant that depends on the device geometry. The voltage ratings 

determine the device power-handling capability [1]. Thus, only devices with small 

voltage ratings are available that has low `on' state resistance and hence small 

conduction losses. 
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Because their `on' state resistance has a positive temperature coefficient, 
MOSFETs are easily paralleled. The device conducting the higher current will 
heat up and tend to equitably share its current with other MOSFETs in parallel. 
The temperature coefficient of the device `on' state resistance determines the ease 

of connecting them in parallel to handle large currents [1]. Thus, it is an advantage 

to the totem-poled power MOSFET configuration shown in Figure 11. 

------ý 

Figure 11: Totem-Poled NMOS configuration. 

It is extremely important to consider the available power semiconductor 
devices and their characteristics. Hence, MOSFET is the most suitable power 

semiconductor device used for high speed circuit operation. 
There are few applications and examples of MOSFET drivers available in 

Appendix B [20]. 

1 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Planning and Schematic Flow Process 

This project is regarding on constructing the network of a multiple PWM 

signal generation whereby these signals are required to be synchronized. Delay 

function is then added to the signals as to ensure the switching operating of the 

new resonant gate driver operates alternately. Thorough research and study are 

carried out to provide better understanding and ample information to proceed with 

the experimental work. The workflow of the project is illustrated as in Figure 12: 

Problem definition 

1. Obtaining PWM signal at I MHz. 
2. How to synchronize two PWM signals. 
3. How to perform delay function 
efficiently. 

1. Supervisor's view. 
2. Thesis materials and 

internet research. 

Research 

ltý 

Data Analysis 

V 
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This is to ensure that the 
switching signals will 
operate alternately without 
signal overlapping. 

Delaying one of the PWM 
signal using delay circuit 

ý 
Feed the output signals into gate 
(synchronous buck converter) 

Figure 12: Flowchart of methodology. 

3.1.1 Data Gathering 

In this project, the study was conducted mainly to verify the 

experimental work that has being conducted and comparing it with the 

simulation result obtained in previous paperwork [2]. Furthermore, the 

switching frequency of the system was varied from 250 kHz to 1.25 MHz. 

This is to investigate the effect to the system's switching operation when 

operating at high frequency whether it has the capability to work at 
frequency greater than I MHz. Thus, researches on relevant paperwork were 

conducted to gather more information. 

It is stated earlier that they are two major parts in performing 

experimental work which are the PWM synchronization and adding delay 

function to the PWM signals. First step was to recognize possible methods 
that can be applied to these two major segments. As for PWM generation, 
it is understood that a voltage comparator is able to generate PWM signals 
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providing good comprehension on how to control the parameters to obtain 

the desired signal as in preferred duty cycle. Through comprehensive 

reading, there are two forms of PWM signal which are Equal-Pulse 

(Uniform) PWM and sinusoidal PWM. Since this work requires PWM 

with fixed duty cycle, thus a DC level is used as the voltage reference, Vrcf 

The PWM signal is required to demonstrate a smooth signal when 

generated at high frequency of 1 MHz. 

In the synchronization part, a few synchronization circuits were 
listed for the experimental work. Fundamental understanding is to obtain 

synchronized PWM signals. When two different signals with the same 
frequency is fed into the synchronization circuit, the output signals are 

expected to start at the same time where t=0. In the application report 

studied, it was stated that the synchronization circuit proposed is only 

capable to operate at switching frequency of 80 kHz to 120 kHz to work 

efficiently [12]. In other words, the signals are synchronized operating in 

this frequency range before the two are out of synchronization. Hence, 

modification of the original circuit is required, precisely on the filter part. 
This is to ensure that a wider frequency bandwidth up to 1 MHz is able to 

pass through the synchronous system. 

As for delaying the signals, several methods were practiced to 

perform delay function. Delay lines, basic timer, programmable timer and 
delay chips were few of it. The easiest way to cater this requirement is by 

using an active delay line which will be further discussed in Chapter 4. 

This delay line has fixed delay time range from 25 ns to 1000 ns. 
Therefore, the switching time can be adjusted by simply varying the delay 

time providing the right duty cycle used. The main purpose for adding 
delay to these signals is to ensure that the switching time for both switches 
does not overlap. To conclude, both of these techniques synchronizing and 
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delaying will produce two different sets of complementary square-wave 

pulses applied at high (Ql) and low (Q2) side switches respectively. 

3.2 Hardware) Tools and Software 

Hardware and software are one of the essentials in carrying out 

experimentation to ensure the project is operating accordingly. The hardware and 
tools that will be employed in carrying out the test are listed below in Table 1. 

Table 1: Hardware and software required. 

Hardware/Software Functions / Use 

Timer, ICM 7555 General purpose timers, to generate PWM 

signal. 
MAX944 As voltage comparator in PWM generator 

circuit. 
Function generator / PWM Electronic test equipment used to generate 

generator electrical waveforms for experimentation. 
Oscilloscope To study and capture the PWM waveform 

derived from the circuits involved. 

CMOS NAND gate Alternative NAND GATE for TTL NAND gate 
used in the synchronization circuit. 

SN74LS31 timer Timer proposed for delay function. 

8 Pin Leading & Trailing Alternative delay line for experimental work. 
TTL active delay line 

Digital Multimeter (DMM) To take important readings (voltage, current, 

resistance etc. ) on the physical circuit. 
Electrical components inductor, capacitor, resistor, transistor and etc. 
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3.3 Recommended Circuit 

3.3.1 PWM Generator 

PWM generator circuit proposed for this project can be illustrated 

as below Figure 13. A DC level voltage level input is needed to derive the 

PWM signal. In the shaded area, the 5KQ potentiometer is adjusted to 

achieve desired duty cycle providing the frequency of the sawtooth signal 

is also adjusted. These 5KS2 and 1.5K1 is added to prevent the DC 

voltage to fall under the lowest range of the sawtooth wave. Thus, this 

potentiometer works to maintain and keep the duty cycle stable. 

SV 
0 

Snµtoothinput 

/VV 

av 

VR1 

220kA R2 4700 

Cl RI 

AA/lv-1 
tyF 331Q 

F 
Ski] 

oc voft" ww 
In{wA 

o+ 

NA%Wa 

R3 -ý, I si+n 

Figure 13: Voltage controlled PWM generator [ 16]. 

PWM output 

The comparator chosen to complement this circuit is MAX944. The 

advantage of using this comparator is that it uses single supply hence 

21V22I2 

ýý 



reducing the circuit complexity. The pin layout for this chip is shown in 

Figure 14. 

OUTA 1 

INA- 2 

INA+ 3 

v+4 

INB+ 5 

INB- 

OUTB OUTB 7 

F OUTD 

13 IND- 

12 IND+ 

11 GND 

10 INC+ 

9 INC- 

8 OUTC 

DIP/SO 

Figure 14: MAX944 pin layout. 

3.3.2 Synchroni: ution Circuit 

Figure 15 illustrates the synchronization circuit that was set up for 

the experimentation purpose. The difference of this circuit compared to the 

synchronization circuit in Figure 6 is that this synchronization circuit 

suites for converters that have no ramp output. On the other hand, the 

synchronization circuit in Figure 6 was initially proposed to suite for 

PWM controllers that have internal timing capacitors and no 

synchronization pin. The circuits takes both the frequency of the converter 

and the frequency of the synchronization signal and the frequency of the 

synchronization signal and mixes the two, resulting in a PWM signal that 

is changing at the beat frequency of the two signals [ 12]. 

The circuit testing was carried out with a nominal frequency of 100 

kHz due to the circuit capability to operate form 80 kHz to 120 kHz 
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without any problems. The selection of sync signal and RT explained as 
below: 

1. Both oscillator and sync signal was set to nominal frequency of 100 

kHz. 

2. Sync signal is the desired synchronized signal that wants to be 

achieved. For this testing purpose and to verify that the circuit manage 

to generate synchronized signals, sync signal is generated from the 
function generator with square-wave attribute. 

3. RT refering to the UCC38083 datasheet, is the oscillator. Therefore, 

this input signal is also generated using function generator. 

100 8 

Figure 15: Synchronization circuit used for the experimentation [14]. 

In Figure 15 illustrates the synchronization circuit used for the 

experimental work with few alterations that will be further explained in 

results and discussion chapter. 
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3.3.3 CMOS NAN) Gate 

Initially, DM74LSOON was used as the NAND gate in the circuit 

configuration. DM74LSOON is Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL) NAND 

gate. Since TTL devices consume substantially more power compared to 

CMOS devices at rest therefore it is preferred to use CMOS NAND gate 
instead [17]. CMOS devices consume power proportionally to their 

switching frequency. It is recommended to use CD4011 B-Quad 2 Input 

NAND gate as is provides the system with direct implementation of the 

NAND function and supplement the existing family of CMOS gates. The 

inputs and outputs are buffered. Below are basic specifications for the 

CMOS NAND gate chosen: 

DC supply-voltage range : -0.5V - 20V 

DC input current :± IOMa 

Noise margin : IV at VDD = 5V 

2V at VDD = 10 V 

2.5VatVDD =15V 

Lead temperature (during soldering) : +265 eC 

Figure 16: CMOS NAND gate pin layout. 
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3.3.4 Delay Element - SN74LS31 

SN74LS31 is a delay element for generating delay lines. It is a 

device intended to provide well-defined delays across both temperature 

and VV. c ranges. A limitless range of delay gating is possible when used in 

cascade. The SN54LS31 is characterized for operation over the full 

military temperature range of -55 oC to 125 ̀C and operate from 0' C to 

70 o C. Below Figure 15 is the proposed delay element proposed to 

perform delay function: 

1A 
1Y 
2A 
2Y 
3A 
3B 
3Y 

GND 

16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 

uCC 
6A 
6Y 
5A 
5Y 
4B 
4A 
4Y 

Figure 17: SN74LS31 gate pin layout [17]. 

This delay element is chosen because of its feature whereby the delay 

output can be directly obtained by feeding the signals to respective pin 

assigned. Each pin configuration provides different time delay so it is 

easier to perform experimentation with various delay parameters. The 

delay time can be determined as shown in Figure 18. 
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1A 
(1) 

2A 
13) 

3A 
(5) 

38 
(6) 

4A 
(10) 

4B 
(11) 

SA 
(131 

(21 1Y 

(41 
2Y 

(7) 3Y 

(9) 4Y 

(12) 
5Y 

6A 
(15) (14) 6Y 

23 ns 32 ns 

45 ns 48 ns 

6 ns 6 ns 

&D 

6ns 6ns 

45 ns 
i 

48 ns 
-i 

23 ns 32 ns 

Figure 18: SN74LS31 gate pin layout with respective delay time [ 17]. 

3.3.5 Delay Element -8 Pin Leading & Trailing TTL Active Delay Line 

Another delay line proposed is the 8 Pin Leading & Trailing TTL 

active delay line whereby the TTL is schottly interfaced. This chip is 

capable to delay PWM signals. The delay lines available are 15A, 14A and 
24A. The 15A series is selected to cater the delay function. The input 

pulse test conditions are as depicted in below: 

Pulse voltage : 3.2V 

Duty cycle < 50% 

Pulse Rise Time : 2ns (0.75 to 2.4V) 

Supply Voltage Vcc : 5.0 ± 0.25 Vic 
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7 
" 

GND 4 
L------------ý 

Figure 19: Internal connection of the delay line. 

Table 2: Delay line details for respective series. 

Part Number Tap Delay 

15A-1000NL 200ns x5 tap 

15A-05ONL IOns x5 tap 

15A-500NL I OOns x5 tap 

The delay line used varies is in the range from 25-1000ns. Each pin 
indicates increment of 200ns whereas there is delay of 200ns (pin7), 400ns 

(pin2), 600ns (pin6), 800ns (pin3), and 1000ns (pins). The layout for the 

delay line is shown in Figure 19. Table 2 illustrates the delay series 

available with their respective delay time. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Synchronization Output Signal Test 

CH1=500mV: CH2=500mV: t 500ns/div 
DC 10: 1 DC 10: 1 (500n$/div) 

NORM'10pMS/s :.........:.........:.........:......... ý.........:........ '.. ....... 
.1.. ."1. ... "ý. "". " 

it 

t 
........ ....... ......... r 

ý.. 
"" '. 

Iý 
ý1 1 .ýý. 

1. 
JA 

Ilk at 

:........ WIN..:...... 
.. J k 

... i.... 

=Tracgl= Rise 110. Ons : Fa; II 80: OOns : Freq. 1. Ö42hHz 
Prod 960. Ons Du4y 52: 19K 

=Trace2= Ri; se 100. Ons Fall 119. Ons Frlrq 1. ý? 16htiz 
Prbd 760. Ons Duly 39: 5X 

OUTA 

OUTB 

Figure 20: First attempt getting synchronized signals from the synchronization 

circuit. 

Referring to Figure 20, the two output signals are obtained which are 

OUTA and OUTB. This is the first attempt in getting the result. Unfortunately the 

results captured is susceptible to noise and disturbance. The output signals 

obtained are not properly synchronized. The on time for both of the signals are the 

same, therefore it is synchronized. However, the signals are distorted and 
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inaccurate. OUTB is more distorted compared to OUTA. Therefore, it is required 

to modify the synchronization circuit to obtain accurate output signals. 

The input signals used in the synchronization circuit are sync signal and 

oscillator (labeled RT in Figure 15) is at first generated using function generator. 
Since the synchronization circuit has an operating frequency from range of 80 

kHz to 120 kHz, the nominal frequency was set to 100 kHz for experimentation. 
Both of the input signals were set to 100 kHz in order to obtain the same 

operating frequency. The synchronized signals desired to achieve might not be 

precisely synchronized if the operating frequency used to generate the input 

signals vary. 

It is required to modify the synchronization circuit to ensure that the 

circuit is able to operate at high frequency of 1 MHz. The reason of choosing I 

MHz as the operating frequency is because a higher switching frequency allows 
for small passive components add up, less area on circuit board, wider control 
bandwidth and smaller output inductance value of the converter circuit that will be 

used [2]. However, the drawbacks of conducting the circuit operation at high 

frequency will result in higher losses in body diode conduction, switching loss 

and eventually the gate drive loss. For the moment, it is adequate to experiment 

the circuit operation at high frequency of I MHz than testing it at a higher 

frequency range of 2 MHz or 3 MHz as this will contribute to more losses in the 

gate drive. 

The values of the resistor used vary from 1000 to 2000 from the 

proposed synchronization circuit in Figure 13 and other components such as the 

capacitors, zener diode, general purpose diode (DN4002, DC) descriptions remain 

unchanged and similar to the values in the proposed for the circuit. As for NAND 

gate , DM74LSOON is used. The resistor values vary because it is based on 

weighted ladder approach since the some of the resistors are not available. The 
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circuit testing was carried out with a nominal frequency of 100 kHz due to the 

circuit capability to operate form 80 kHz to 120 kHz without any problems. 
Another experimentation was carried out with the exact value of resistor 

configuration as in Figure 15 and below is the result captured: 

CH1=500mV: CH2=500mV- 500ns/div 
DC 10: 1 DC 10: 1 (500n$/div) 

NORM: 100MS/S 
:.........:.........:.......... ......... ................................ '............. 

i 

OUTA 
T 

....... }........ 
T 

t 

OUTB 
......... 

.. "ýý !''I: 

Traced= 
. 
Rise 50 00ns Fall 5000ns Freq 1 . 

053M1z 
Prod 950. Ons Duty 48.4X 

=Trace2= Rise 5000ns FaII 4000ns Freq 1.042Miz 
Prpd 960. Ons Duty 50:; OX 

Figure 21: Synchronized signals obtained in second attempt (with modification). 

As seen in Figure 21, the results have the below characteristics: 

Duty cycle :± 50% 

Switching frequency :±I MHz 

Compared to the first result obtained in Figure 20, the distortion in the 

waveform is improved and the circuit's switching frequency was able to operate at 
±I MHz. However, OUTA and OUTB shows disturbance therefore the result is 

inaccurate. The reason to this problem is the circuit could not withstand operating 
in high frequency of 1 MHz. The waveform distortion is inevitable. This is proven 
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where a square-wave signal from an oscillator was fed directly to the oscilloscope 

and below Figure 22 is the waveform captured: 

M 

It; 

Figure 22: Square-wave of I MHz generated by oscillator. 

This demonstrates the waveform is not at its ideal form when the frequency was 

set to IMHz. The rise and fall time is ± 60ns. Thus there are limitations to 

produce the desired waveform or most likely the identical waveform. A MOSFET 

NAND gate is proposed instead of using a TTL NAND gate because MOSFET 

device promotes better performance operating at high frequency and suitable for 

the experimentation purpose. The next attempt was carried out using the CMOS 

NAND gate replacing the DM74LSOON and below are the results: 
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CH1=200mV: CH2=200mV: 
DC 10: 1 DC 10: 1 

..... 

X16 
If 

zr 

.........:...... ý..:.........:... 

=Tracel= Rise 390. Ous 
..................................... Pröd 1.100ms 
=Trace2= Rise 300. Ous 

Prpd 1.100ms 
.........:............................. 

500uS/div 
(500u$/div) 

NORM: 2MS/s 

:I ý' ;, 

ý :rr 
Fal1 136. Ous Freq 909.1Hz 
Dusty 50: 0% 
Fall 480. Ous Freq 909.1Hz 
Du4v 15: 5% 

; .......... ý.,: :::: 

Figure 23: Results using CMOS NAND gate. 

As seen above, the result captured seems more stable compared to the ones 
in Figure 21. The start time and end time for one full cycle of the waveform for 

both traces are the same, therefore the signals are synchronized. However, the two 

signals deviate from the expected PWM signals because there are `spikes' 

highlighted in RED exist in the system. These spikes pulse exist due to instability 

of the component configuration and an electrical discharge caused when electric 

current through an inductive device is suddenly interrupted [171. Due to these 

`spikes', it is impossible for the MOSFET switches to operate with negative and 

positive signals applied to it at the same time. For this reason, the negative pulse 
has to be eliminated if PMOS is used as the switch and works vice versa for 

NMOS. 

However, the operating frequency for this system is 0.9 MHz to attain the 

most minimal `spikes' in the signal. When the frequency was set to 1 MHz, the 

waveform obtained has worse pulse spikes. While performing the experiments, 
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the value of resistance RAand RB in the synchronization circuit's filter was varied 

simultaneously and signals begin to show different rate of `spikes'. Thorough 

experimentation was carried out in order to achieve the desired synchronized 

signals with minimal `spikes'. This can be done by modifying the filter in Figure 

13. Filter A is for OUTA and filter B is for OUTB. 

Figure 24: Filter in the synchronization circuit. 

Table 3 shows the modification made to the resistors value in the filter in Figure 

24 respectively. 

Table 3: Resistor value proposed for filter A and B in synchronization circuit. 

Actual Resistor Value Proposed Resistor Value 

RA 1000 ± 10 kO 

RB 100 0 ±10kO 
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A general relationship for filter configuration can be illustrated in (2). 

f= 1 
' 2iRC (2) 

However it is difficult to obtain a smooth waveform when the frequency 

calculated for the filter configuration was set to 1 MHz. The capacitor value that 

should be used for the filters is illustrated as below: 

1 
1000 = 21r(10000)C 

C= 
1 

62831853.07 

C= 15.9nF 

To overcome this problem, the filter in the synchronization circuit is 

modified to reduce or eliminate the spikes thus improving the signal stability. 
Capacitor works by moving charges into and out of the capacitors when switches 

are opened and closed therefore capacitor values were varied to remove the 

sudden electrical discharges. Capacitor value was varied for both filter A and B. 

However, changing the capacitor value to 16 nF as calculated did not improve the 

result obtained. 

Observation shows that if either one of the filter was modified; the output 

signal for the other filter was affected too. So in order to choose the right 

capacitor values for the filters, trial and error method was carried out. The signal 

waveform shows a greater `smoothing' effect for bigger capacitor value used. 
However, one of the signals will be unstable if it exceeded the capacitance 
threshold limit. Hence, one of the filters which is filter A is configured to have 
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lower capacitance than filter for B. The proposed capacitor value for the filter is 

shown in Table 4. 

Table 4: Capacitor value proposed for filter A and B in synchronization circuit. 

Actual Capacitor Value Proposed Capacitor Value 

CA l 00 pF 0.1 nF 

CS 100 pF 0.1 [/F 

The outcome for the combination of the proposed resistor and capacitor 

values is shown in Figure 25. 

CHI=1V CH2=1V +ý 500ns/div 
DC 10: 1 DC 10: 1 t (500n$/div) 

t NORM: 100MS/s 
+ ........ ....... ....... ....... ........ 

I 

+H-I }I-1-iýi-+-+-+-+-+-+--1-1-i ý-f-+-+-+-+t-ý 

: r, ý, i .::.. º., ý_ :ý., ýtý, :: Akk. 

4 
r... 
.................. ........................ 

ý.......................................:......... 

=Tracel= Freq 1. Q10AHz ; Prbd 99Q . Ons Duty 50: 5X 
=Trace2= Freg 1. O10Miz; Prod 990. Ons Duly 50: 5% 
.................... ................... .......... ................................................. 

Figure 25: Effect of modifying the filters to eliminate the `spikes'. 
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The result obtained in Figure 25 has the below characteristics: 

Amplitude : 5Vp-p 

ON time : 2µs (5µs/div) 

OFF time 2µs (5µs/div) 

Switching frequency I MHz 

Referring to Figure 25, the waveform is improved with smoother curve 

and acceptable interference. Synchronized signals are achieved by modifying the 

capacitance value in the filter. However, the problem now is the signal generated 
is 0.2V which is not able to cater the condition to power up the MOSFET in the 

driver which needs approximately 7V to guarantee proper operation. The driver 

operates with a minimum of 5V and maximum 12V of power supply. To counter 

this problem, the input signal for the synchronization circuit is modified. To 

obtain a greater signal, the resistance has to be reduced. Therefore, the resistor 

value in below circuit was reduced to generate greater signal. Figure 26 shows the 

part where resistance was reduced. 

Figure 26: Resistance value was reduced for this part in the synchronization 

circuit. 
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The resistors Rc, RD, RE, RF, and RG was reduced to the ratio of one third 
(1: 3) from the actual value used. If the resistor value is further reduced, the signal 

will be highly distorted. In Figure 29 and 30 below, it can be seen signal in Trace 

2 is slightly more distorted compared to the waveform in Figure 25. However, the 

signal is only able to operate up to 0.4V only. 

CH1=2V CH2=2V 500ns/div 
OC 10: 1 DC 10: 1 :_: (500ns/div) 

�. --. _-NORM: 
l00MS 

. ; r+ß"'°. 1 :......... : .. -:......... ±": ýy'" "1.:.........:. 1 

L 
If 

-ý ý ýr " -ti. r-ý :ý. _... ý. ti, . 
...................:...................:...................:...................:................... + 

1+1+I'ý-+-+-114--r4-- 

:.. .......:. -wýý :.........:.: 2 .........:. -vý! -ý.:...... ...:. ýý.:.. ....... 

.......... ......... ;........................................ ........ 
=Tracel= Freq 1. Q10Miz' Pr$d 999.0ns Duty 49; 5X 
=Trac62= Freq 1.010M1z: Prod 990. Ons Dusty 49: 5X 
.................................................................................................. 

Figure 27: Result of reducing resistance value in Figure 26 of the synchronization 

circuit. 
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CHI=2V CH2=2V tý 500ns/div 
DC 10: 1 DC 10: 1 + (500n$/div) 

- NORM: 10pMS/s 
......... .................... ....... ....... ...... 

3a 

V 
1y--. wýr . vý+, 'r } "-,.. y, rr. - "ý+-vr.. w- 

+-+-ý--+-+-+. -I, -++-l--r.. +-+.. }-f'-+-4--ºý-º-)--ýI--$-+-1-"ý ý{ -4-. i--+-+-I--I.. 4-+-+i-+-1--1-f-i... +. -I.. +1... +.. +_+ _ I.... 

.... 
}.... 

j. . .ý.. ...:..... ... . 1. . .ý.... .:... ..... . ý. . .ý..... :....... .. j. .. ý .....:. .... .... j. . .}..... 

PrpG 1. Q00us ; 
=Tracez= Freg 1.000Miz: Prpd 1.000us 
=Tracel= Frog 1.900Miz; Duty 22; OX 

Duty 22; OX 

Figure 28: Signals tuned to duty cycle of 20 %. 

Signal operating at 0.4V is not compatible to operate the power MOSFET because 

it is unable to work at the minimum threshold voltage of the MOSFET. Therefore 

another experiment was carried out using different circuit configuration for the 

synchronization part. Serving the same purpose to generate synchronized signals, 

the original circuit configuration proposed for UCC 28517 (in Figure 6) as 

illustrated in Figure 29 is used but with several modifications. 
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SYNC 
SIGNAL 

Figure 29: Synchronization Circuit for the UCC 28517. 

The resistors values were set in range of 20kQ to 40kS using variable 

resistor. As for capacitor values, the range are from 100pF to 140pF. The diodes 

used are zener diode. The combinations of resistors and capacitors were adjusted 

to obtain a smooth curved signal waveform with no values that vary depending on 

the desired output signal. The labels CT BUFFER and SYNC SIGNAL were 

assigned as the input signals. The BLUE mark indicates the output signals 

required to be synchronized. In Figure 30 and 31, the signal seems more stable 

and operates at 5V. Below is the result for above circuit configuration: 
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CHI! =50V CH2=50V tý 500ns/div 
DC 10: 1 DC 10: 1 (500n$/div) 

± NORM: 100MS/s 
.................................................: i 

........ ....... ....... ...... ........ 
i........ 

....... ...... ....... ........ 

t 

1-i-i^"1-iýl-i-i ""# f# 

......... ................................................. t 
=Tracel= Freq 1.920MIz: Prbd 98Q. Ons Duty 50 O% 
=Tracel= FrOq 1.020MIz: Prod 980. Ons : Dusty 51 . 0% 

Figure 30: Synchronized signal with 50 % duty cycle. 

CH1=50V CH2=50V 500ns/div 
DC 10: 1 DC 10: 1 (500n$/div) 

T NORM: 100MS/s 

iT t 

7-7-.....! .......... .......... 77 ...... 

2f 

:ý 
t 
........ ....... ....... ....... ........ 

=Tracel= Freq 1 . 020hHz ; PAd 98Q. Ons Duty 21: 4% 
=Trace2= Freg 1.020hHz: Pr-pd 980. Ons Duly 21: 4Sd 

Figure 31: Synchronized signal with 20 % duty cycle. 
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4.2 Adding Delay Function 

Now that the signals are synchronized, delay function is added to the 

system to generate signals that will not overlap when fed into the totem-poled 

power MOSFET configuration. The delay line used is 8 pin leading and trailing 

TTL active delay line. Only one signal is feed into the delay line and is compared 
to the other signal. The delay time tested was 200ns, 400ns, 600ns, 800ns and 
l 000ns. The results are presented in accordance to variation of delay time applied 

to the network. The result is depicted in Figure 32,33,34,35 and 36. 

CHI=50V CH2=50V +: 500ns/div 
DC 10: 1 DC 10: 1 $: (500n$/div) 

NORM: 104MS/s 
........ ....... ....... ....... ........ 

t$........ 
....... ....... ....... ........ 

+ :.........:.........:......... :.........:.........:.........:......... ......... ......... 

I 
+ ý-i-1-f-i- 

t. 

1. 
ý ........ ....... ....... ....... ........ 

=Tracel= Freg 1. Q10Miz; Prod 999. Ons Duly 59: 656 
=Trace, 2= Freq 1 . O10MiZ : Pr-. bd 990. Ons : Duly 39i456 

Figure 32: Waveform of the signal added with delay function 200 ns. 
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CH1=50V CH2=50V 500ns/div 
DCG 10: 1 DC 10: 1 + (500n$/div) 

NORM: 100MS/s 
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ý r 
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........ ....... ....... ....... ........ t........ ....... ....... ....... ........ 
=Trace7= Freq 1. Q10Miz : Duly 51; 5% 
=Trace2= Frea 1.000Miz: Dtv 61 iOA6 " 

Figure 33: Waveform of the signal added with delay function 400 ns. 

CHI=50V CH2=50V 1us{div 
DC: 10: 1 DC 10: 1 = (luS%div) 

NORM: 100MS/s 

.... s.... 

ik 

'IF 

v ýwwr wýN rrrr T.. ý.. 

{ 
........ ....... ....... ....... ........ }........ ...... " ....... ....... ........ 

=Trace7= Fräq 1 . Q00hHz : Du'ty 52OAG 
=Trace2= Freg 1.000Miz: Duty 72; 0% 

Figure 34: Waveform of the signal added with delay function 600 ns. 
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CH1=50V CH2=50V t lus/div 
DC 10: 1 DC 10: 1 + (lus/div) 

+ NORM: 100MS/s 
............... ....... ....... ....... ........ t. 

+ 

I 
J 

'4: 

............................. .......... ....... 
=Tracel= Freg 1.000Miz: Duly 52=0X 
=Trace2= Freq 1. DOOMi2: Duly 72: OA6 

Figure 35: Waveform of the signal added with delay function 800 ns. 

CHI=50V CH2=50V lus{div 
DC 10: 1 DC 10: 1 (lusfdiv) 

NORM: IODMS/s 
......... .......... ....... ....... ....... ........ 

+ 
... ý.... ..... ý,,,,, 1. .... ý.,, ý .... ý.,, r, ý .... ý. .... ý..,, ý. .... ý,.., ý. .... f,,,,,. ti. .,.. {,,., ý. .... ý.. ý. .... 

. A. 

'IF 

-H1- q... 'ý f.. ý_ý. ýH_ýý_iF... F. ýý... ý. %-{"-i-11-f"ýM{F 

V NW N° kMwN 
=Tracel= Froq 1.90OMiz: Duty 50}OX 
=Trace2= Freq 1.020MHz: Duty 65.3% 

Figure 36: Waveform of the signal added with delay function 1000 ns. 
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Observation shows that the delay time of 200ns in Figure 32 presents the 

most suitable signal where both square-waves are complementary. This will best 

suite the switching operation of the totem-poled power MOSFET configuration. 
In order to meet the conditions required for the RGD circuit proposed in [2], the 

duty cycle is set to 20% as shown in Figure 37 below: 

CHI=50V CH2=50V 500ns/div 
DC 10: 1 DC 10: 1 (500n$/div) 

NORM: 100MS/s 

+ 
............. ......:.........:.................... ................... ......... ................... 

J 

,. IF 

=Tracel= Freg 1. OlOhHz; Prbd 990. Ons Duty 78; 8X 
=Trace2= Freq 1.010hHz : Prod 990. Ons Duly 21:. 2% 

Figure 37: Signal operation with 20 % duty cycle. 

4.3 Discussions 

The results obtained for the synchronization part is acceptable whereby the 

PWM signals are synchronized. However, the waveform is susceptible to noise 

and interference. Inaccuracy of the result might be due to varied values used for 

the components compared to the proposed configuration. Internal resistance and 

capacitance may also distribute to the inaccurate result. Synchronization circuit in 

particular, both sync signal and the oscillator (RT) frequency might be 95 % to 99 

% accurate in generating the input signals at 1 MHz. This may lead to 
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inconsistency of the output signals. To overcome this problem, suitable 

components should be selected carefully to reduce the result variation. 

The duty cycle is fixed at maximum duty cycle of 50%. This is because at 
duty cycle 60%, the output power will be smaller as the duty cycle of the PWM 

signal is increased. A turn ON time of 50% and turn OFF time of 50% gives an 
ideal square wave. Square wave is easier and more feasible to deal with in 

achieving the synchronized signals which will be added with delay function in the 

later part. Besides, the interval during the on time will determine the amount of 

power that is being transferred by the power switch. As a result, more power will 

be drawn from the power switch and hence reducing the output power. Thus it is 

more efficient to fix the duty cycle maximum at 50%. The below voltage 

conversion relationship for Vo illustrates the fact that Vo can be adjusted by 

adjusting the duty cycle, D. The relationship (3) approaches zero as D approaches 

zero and increases without bound as D approaches 1. D approaches to l when the 

ratio between r and 7' is 0.5: 0.5 or in other words, the ON time and the OFF time of 

the signal has 50% duty cycle. 

V�=-L; x I 

l-T 
D 

(3) 

A common simplification is to assume VD,,;, Vd, and RL are small enough to ignore. 

Setting VDs, Vd, and RL to zero, the equation simplifies considerably to [19]. 

Therefore this explains why it is preferable to generate the PWM signal at duty 

cycle of 50%. 

In the experimental work, MOSFET is chosen such as for the general 

purpose CMOS timer and CMOS NAND gate in the synchronization circuit. This 

is because MOSFET has the capability to operate at high speed operation 

compared to other semiconductor devices. Since the requirement of this work is to 
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build a network that operates at 1 MHz, MOSFET is the most suitable mechanism 
to cater the purpose. With their fast switching capability and low forward voltage 
drop, power MOSFET is widely used in high frequency, low power applications 
[I]. For this simple reason, the experimentation has been carried out using power 
MOSFET to improve the performance of power electronics systems. Figure 38 

demonstrates power semiconductor devices in their respective frequency 

operating range. 

Voltage 

I 
2 kV "AAI "ill Is III F-{ IIwI I--Tm, Current / 

I wHr 

10 kHz 

100 kHz 

1MHr 
Frequency 

Figure 38: Summary of power semiconductor devices [ 1]. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Conclusion 

In this work, two synchronized signals are generated. However, 

modification of the synchronization circuit is required to ensure the signals are 

accurate and able to operate at 1 MHz with smooth waveform. It is expected the 

improvement and modification made to the circuit operation can improve the 

performance of a new resonant gate driver [2] operating at high frequency. In 

addition, the information gathered in constructing the synchronization circuit for 

high frequency application can be used to design a chip discrete model. 

The delay function has been added to the synchronized signals and the 

results show that the signals operate alternately which is an achievement. The 

switching operation of the totem-poled power MOSFET configuration will 

conduct alternately thus the switching of the gate driver will not overlap. 

This work discusses and provides verification on synchronizing and 
delaying the PWM signals for the totem-poled MOSFET configuration operating 

at high frequency. Synchronization and delay techniques are recognized where the 
best way to synchronize the PWM signals is by using the synchronization circuit 
that is compatible for power converter circuits. As for delaying the signals, the 
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Delay Element -8 Pin Leading & Trailing TTL active delay line is the best 

method for adding delay function to the PWM signals. 

Therefore, this study discusses on any improvements and modifications 

that can be made to the circuit configuration and circuit operation and hence 

improve the efficiency of the totem-poled MOSFET switching configuration. The 

result obtained (in Figure 32 and 37) can complement the previous work [2] of 

improving the performance of a RGD in high frequency converter. 

5.2 Recommendations 

The followings are recommendations and suggestions for future work: 

a) More work has to be done experimentally to validate the findings in this 

report. 
b) Modification on the synchronization circuit to achieve synchronized 

signals with operating frequency of 1 MHz with lesser disturbance or 

noise. 

c) Obtain the most suitable mean in producing PWM signals that are 

properly delayed and suitable for the totem-poled MOSFET switching 

configuration. 
d) Use a PWM generator as the PWM signal for the experimental work. 

e) Use resistance variables in circuit construction whereby it is easier to 

control the resistance value rather than using additive method which 

compromises the accuracy of the circuit operation. 

f) The combination of the synchronization and delay techniques studied is 

most suitable implemented to RGD proposed in [2] with a duty cycle of 

20 % in Figure 37. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

A BLOCK DIAGRAMN OF A FIRST EMBODIMENT OF THE PRESENT 

INVENTION (COMPLEMENT NETWORK TO FIGURE 4) 
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APPENDIX B 

APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES OF MOSFET DRIVERS 
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APPENDIX C 

GANTT CHART AND KEY MILESTONE FOR FYP 
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